Cautela Labs Web Vulnerability Scanning
Is your website vulnerable?
Vulnerabilities in websites can lead to the theft of conﬁdential company information such as personal data of
customers or employees, credit card information, and company records, including emails. In 2014, up to 75
percent of websites were found to have vulnerabilities, with at least 20 percent of those vulnerabilities classiﬁed
as critical.1 Web exploit toolkits have made it easier for attackers to exploit unpatched vulnerabilities using a
variety of exploits.
Cautela Labs can help you ﬁnd out if your website is vulnerable by using in-depth scanning tools to analyze your
web-based applications to ﬁnd the vulnerabilities that can expose your conﬁdential business data online. You’ll
learn which web applications need to be ﬁxed, with recommendations about potential solutions.

Features & Capabilities

Key Advantages

Reduce False Positives – Code is analyzed as it is executed for a

JavaScript analysis for testing AJAX

higher vulnerability detection rate with the elimination of many false
positives.

and Web 2.0 applications
Advanced, in-depth SQL Injection

Meet Legal and Regulatory Compliance – Reports are available
which include PCI-DSS, OWASP Top 10, ISO 27001, NIST SP 800-53

and Cross-Site Scripting testing

(FISMA), HIPAA, Sarbanes-Oxley, Mitre CWE/SANS Top 25, among

Understands SOAP, XML, AJAX

others.

and JSON technologies

Automatic Form Filler – Recorded macros allow for testing a login

Includes WordPress-speciﬁc security checks
Support for CAPTCHA, Single Sign-On
and 2-Factor Authentication
Testing for File Upload Forms

sequence or form ﬁlling process.
Cross-Site Scripting and SQL Injection Testing – SQL Injection
allows an attacker to modify a SQL query to gain access to the data in
the database. Cross-Site Scripting allows an attacker to run malicious
scripts in the visitor’s browser.

Finds vulnerabilities such as:
CRLF injection
Code execution
Directory Traversal

In-Depth Analysis – Web code is scanned and crawled to analyze
the latest HTML5 and dynamic JavaScript web content. The
comprehensive scan understands SOAP and XML, and tests for
vulnerabilities in AJAX and JSON request data.

File Inclusion

(1) Symantec Internet Security Threat Report, 2015
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Easy to Read Reports
with Recommendations
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